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CORRIGENDUM: "NORM LIMITS OF NILPOTENT OPERATORS ANO WEIGHTED 

S~ECTRA IN NON-SEPARABLE HILBERT SPACES" 

Domingo A. Herrero 

Thereis a mistake in the proof of Theopem 5 and its non-separ

able analog CopoZZapy 8 of 11]. The author was unable to obtain 
fairproofs of these two results. However, the other results of 

the paper remain true, after a few minor modifications of their 
proofs. 

ppoof of CopoZZapy 7. Replace the sentence "By (11] ,Theorem 2.2), 

it can be obtained that II~ (Tvk ,2)= A(Nvk)'" by the follo
o wing: 

By (ll],Theorem 2.2),there exist operators Tvk'E.c(JCvk) such that. 

Tvk-,¡T'\lk' is a compact operator of norm smaller than .. /4 and JCvk 

a~lls the decompositions JC= JC Ea JC ' Ea JC "= vk vk,1 vk,2 vk,2 
JC Ea JC with respect to which vk,1 vk,2 
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where Nvk is a normal operator such that A(Nvk )= E(Nvk)= II~ (T)= 
o 

II~ (Tvk ,2)' and 
o 

T = vk,2 (
N T ' ) vk vk,2 

O T " vk,2 

wi th respect to the decomposi tion JC = JC ' Ea JC " vk,2 vk,2 vk,2 

Also, replace the last two sentences "Moreover, Theorem 5 for 
all L" by: 

Moreover, it is clear that, in this case, Tvk ,2 is also bi-quasi
triangular and E(T vk ,2)= E(N vk)' Then, our previous arguments show 
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that T' actually satisfies the condition (vi) too. In fact, 
ind(A-T 2)= O for all A. 

Fina11y, replace the section "Suffiaienay fol' the aase (ii)" by 
this new one: 

Suffiaienay fol' the aase (ii). In this case the proof follows 
exactly as in the case (i). We only have to observe that if 
ind(A-A)= O for all complex A and A(A) and Aa(A), ~o< a < h, are 
connected sets containing the origin, then the A' of (i ' ) satis
fies the following property: A(N.)= A (N.) is connected and cont-J -11 J 
ains the origino Hence, N. (and a fortiori N.eD.) can be unif-

J J J 
~rmly approximated by nilpotent operators in l(X.), j=1,2,3,4, 

J 
whence it follows exactly as in the Pl'oof of (i ' ) that A' E 

E ~ (X)-. Therefore, A also belongs to ~ (X)- . 
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